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1. INI-RoDuCTI~N 
Mathematical modeling of reactive flow through porous media is of great 
importance for a lot of applications in physics, chemists, geology, and 
biology. The flow of a fluid transporting reacting species in a geometrically 
complicated medium poses a lot of problems for modeling and simulation. 
In order to understand the processes in a porous soil, catalyst, electrode, 
or in a biological membrane, computer-simulations have proven to be very 
useful. A special example where the method of this paper has been mathe- 
matically and chemically a success is a model for a gel-permeation- 
chromatograph; see [23]. The model. was derived by the method of 
homogenization and the resulting equations could be applied to a real 
chromatograph with a surprising agreement between experimental data 
and results obtained by the theoretical model. 
Homogenization techniques in soil chemistry and for catalysis have been 
studied by the authors for several years [12, 15, 3, 4, 16, 13, 141. 
Homo~nization is a technique used to derive a macroscopic model from 
microscopic processes which are assumed to be theoretically treatable. The 
complexity of the microscopic system, however, does not allow numerical 
simulations. For instance, if the geometry of the problem in a porous 
medium is hopelessly complicated, one has to pass to a homogenized 
macroscopic model system; see [ 1, 2, 19, 24-26-J. 
* This paper is dedicated to E. Heinz on the occasion of his 65th birthday. 
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In this paper it is assumed that we have a periodic system of cells which 
are replicas of a standard cell scaled by a small factor E. The cells consist 
of a solid part (a grain or pellet) and a fluid part. We assume that the fluid 
is incompressible and the flow can be described by the steady Stokes equa- 
tions. Chemical substances are dissolved in the fluid and react with sub- 
stances bound to the surfaces of the solid phase. Diffusion and convective 
transport takes place in the fluid phase, and reaction and diffusion on the 
surface. 
The microscopic model equations consist of the Stokes equations [P], 
a diffusionconvection system [P] in the fluid phase, a diffusion-reaction 
system [R”] on the pore surface, and boundary conditions [A”] coupling 
[P] and [R”]; see Section 3. Since the flow is independent of the chemical 
reactions, the behavior of the solutions of [F”] for E -rO is well known. 
Tartar (see [25]) showed their convergence to a solution of an equation 
consisting of Darcy’s law and the continuity equation. The solutions of 
[DE] converge in a proper sense to a solution of a macroscopic diffusion- 
convection equation containing a sink-source term. This involves a solution 
of a reaction-diffusion system with respect to an additional microvariable. 
The limit equations [F], [O], and [R] were announced and studied also 
for nonlinear reactions in the case of catalysis by the authors earlier in 
Cl51. 
Here the proof of the convergence to the homogenized system is given 
for the case of linear reaction terms. Under assumptions on the growth of 
the nonlinearities guaranteeing proper a priori estimates, the techniques 
developed in this paper for linear reactions can be carried over to nonlinear 
problems. In order to separate the technical difficulties of the homogeniza- 
tion process from those of proving a priori bounds for solutions of non- 
linear diffusion-reaction systems we restrict ourselves to the linear case in 
this study. 
The assumption of a periodic structure is not realistic in many applica- 
tions; however, it is necessary for mathematical reasons at the moment. As 
was shown in the case of a chromatograph, the model equations derived 
under this assumption give very good approximations to real data. If one 
checks the validity of the assumptions, one should keep in mind that the 
main aim of the homogenization approach is to derive model equations 
from microscopic assumptions and to justify and interpret those equations 
that have been found before phenomenologically. As far as reactive flow in 
soil chemistry is concerned the equations derived by this technique have 
been used by Knabner in his interesting study [ 183. 
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 all necessary 
mathematical notations are defined and the general assumptions are stated. 
The microscopic system is formulated in Section 3. The macroscopic system 
is given in Section 4 where a uniqueness proof for its solution is given. In 
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Section 5 all a priori estimates for the solutions of the microsystem are 
proven. If we can prove estimates for appropriate norms of their solutions 
independently of E, and if we are able to define and control extensions to 
the whole domain, we have the tools to pass to the limit. In Section 6 the 
convergence result is formulated and proven. 
If one is just interested in the formal derivation of the homogenized 
equations, one considers the solutions for E > 0 as functions of the macro- 
scopic variable x and the microvariable y = X/E in space and assumes a 
regular s-expansion. Under the assumptions made, one obtains as a first 
approximation the macroscopic system of Section 4; see [ 12-14, 41. The 
techniques applied in Sections 5 and 6 are partially standard in 
homogenization theory; see [S]. 
It should be mentioned that there are several recent papers dealing with 
homogenization of porous media problems, such as [7-10, 20, 211; see also 
[22]. Another related paper is 16). More applications of homogenization 
techniques to different fields are treated in [ 111. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The following notations will be used. 
2.1. The Geometry of the Problem 
First we define the geometry of the problem. 
[0, fl= time-interval of interest 
52 
Q 
al2 
v' 
zi 
z 
YCI 
Y 
I- 
= bounded domain in R” 
= [O, T] x 52 = time-space-domain 
= FD u rN = piecewise smooth boundary of 52, r, n r, = 0 
= outer normal on LX2 with respect to Q 
= ith unit vector in R” 
= {C;= i ,Qi: 0 < li < 1 } = unit cell in R” 
= open subset of Z (with clos( Y,,) c ker(Z)) = representative 
particle 
= Z\ F0 = representative pore 
= aY,, = piecewise smooth boundary of Y,. 
For subsets X of Z and integer vectors k = (k,, . . . . k,) E Z” we denote the 
shifted subset by 
Xk=X+ i kie’,. 
i=l 
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Let 
I-* = 0 {rk: k E Z”}. 
We assume that a scale factor E>O is given. Then the geometry within Q 
is defined as follows: 
= U {EYE: Yt c a, k E Z”) = pore skeleton 
= s2\& = pore volume 
=asz;= (d-k: ErkCq kEzn) 
= surface of the skeleton 
-8 
V =inner normal on P with respect to QE, 
XEW 
XE& 
= characteristic function of 52”. 
Remark. For simplicity, we assume that 52 is a rectangular domain in 
space and choose Z and E such that the boundary of Q is contained in the 
boundary of Sz”. This simplification is made in order to not introduce more 
technical difficulties than necessary. 
2.2. Unknowns of the Micromodel 
ii’:fi’-+R” = velocity of the fluid 
p=: 52” -+ R = pressure within the fluid 
uE: [0, T] x DZE + R = concentration of the solute in the fluid 
w’: [0, T] x P + R = concentration of the solute on the surface of the 
skeleton. 
2.3. Data of the Micromodel 
ii,: r,+R" = prescribed boundary values of the fluid velocity 
uD: [0, T] x r, + R = prescribed boundary values of the concentra- 
tion of the solute 
ul: B + R = initial concentration of the solute 
wr:Q-+R = initial concentration of the reactants on the 
surfaces of the skeleton 
D = diffusion constant in the fluid, D > 0 
E = diffusion constant on the surface of the 
skeleton, E > 0 
a:P+R = reaction factor 
b:P+R = desorption factor 
c:P--rR = adsorption factor. 
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a, 6, c are Z-periodic; a, 6, c 2 0; a, b, c bounded. We use 
X 
a”(x)=a ; , 0 
Assumption. 
j 
E, dl- = 0. 
rD 
2.4. Differential Operators on I- and f” 
The Laplace-Beltrami-operators on f and r” are denoted by Ar and A”, 
respectively. The gradients on f and r” are denoted by Vr and v”. Then 
the rule of partial integration on fE applies, which reads 
- 
f A”u(Y) O(Y) WY) = Jr< g” WY) WY) dT(y)v rc 
where g” is the metric tensor on f ‘. 
2.5. Unknowns of the Macromodel 
u’:II+R” = velocity of the fluid 
p:I-+R = pressure in the fluid 
o:Q+R = concentration of the solute in the fluid 
w: Q x f + R =concentration of the solute on the surface of the 
skeleton. 
2.6. Auxiliary Functions of the Macromodel 
For j= 1, . . . . n let jij= (c(:, . . . . ,u;): Y+ R” and nj: Y + R be the 
Z-periodic solution of the cell problem 
i 
AyFjCY)=V.vnj--e;v YE y 
v.vGj7i(Y) =O* YE y 
Fjii(Y) = O, ye r. 
Then the elements K, of the tensor K are defined as 
K,= 5 C(,(Y) 4. Y 
Further, let aj: j’-+ R be a Z-periodic solution of the cell problem 
Ayaj(Y)=Ov YEY 
v’Vycrj(y) = -Fe;, y E I-. 
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We extend oj into Y, such that d,crj( v) = 0, y E Y,,. The elements sii of 
the tensor S are defined as 
s,= 6, + j aioj(y) dy. 
Y  
Remark. It is easily seen that both K and S are symmetric and positive 
definite. 
Let, in addition, I: [0, co) x I’* + R be the Z-periodic solution of the cell 
problem 
{ 
aAt, Y) - Edrr(tY Y) + (a(y) + NY)) r(t, Y) = 0, t>o, yer* 
46 Y) = 1, t=o, YET”. 
Then the constant y is defined as 
and the functions p, /I: [0, co) + R are defined by 
At) = jrb(Yl r(tv Y) C(Y) WY) 
and 
P(t) = jr b(y) e(t, Y) dry 
where e: [0, co)xr-+R is 
e(t,~)=l-So(r(t-s,y)ds(a(l.)+b(y)). 
The convolution with respect to time is denoted by *; i.e., 
wt., x, Y)= r(., y) * u(., x) 
means 
w(t,x, y)=jir(t-s, y)o(s,x)ds. 
Here and in the following we use the abbreviations 
IV= j,& -jy4~)dq’=& jyWdy 
Irl = jr dm), jr u(y) dT(y) = + jr u(y) dT(y). 
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2.7. Function Spaces and Norms 
We frequently use the following function spaces: 
H = L*(Q), (u, oh =Jn 4x) u(x) dx, llulln = (u, 4:” 
2f = L2(0, T; H), (24, u) o,T= Jc(u(t), o(t))n dt, where we use 
u(t) = 46 .h u(t) = u(t, .I, Il4lQ,T= (u, 4$y2T 
v = W’J(sz), (u, u),= (24, u)Q + (Vu, VU)Q 
V = L2(0, T; 0 (u, u)y =&(t), u(t)), dt 
fD = {u E V: u = 0 on r, a.e. on (0, r)} 
w  = (u E Y: 8,~ E V’}, where Y’ is the dual space of Y, 
v-’ = L2(0, T; V’), 
W&=VOnW-, 
flD=($:Q+R3:$=Oonr,,V$=OinS2j. 
Similarly, we also use L’(P), V,(sZ’), FD(Q”) etc., and V(P), Y(P). 
For the latter we write 
(u, u>,e=J; g”uudT 
with the metric tensor g” on P; partial integration over P therefore gives 
-(A&U, u),, = (VU, b),-E. 
Finally we write 
9 = C,“((O, T) x 52)) 
for the space of test functions. 
3. THE MICROMODEL 
Written in strong form, the problem is to find functions ii”, II’, and IV& 
that satisfy the following system of equations: 
E* AP(x) = VP”(X), XEL?” 
W(x) = 0, XGW 
CF”1 2(x) = i;D, xc, 
iw(x) = 0, xd-, 
ii”(x) = 0, Xc, 
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It is also possible to consider a flux-condition on To instead of the 
Dirichlet condition. The homogenization results for the interior equations 
remain unchanged. 
tJruE(t, x) = D h”(t, x)-ii”(x) VU&(& x), t>o, XEQE 
CD”1 
06 x) = u,(t, xl, t>o, XEl-, 
iwo”( t, x) = 0, t>O,XEr, 
uE(t, x) = Q(X), t= ,x P 
[A”]- Dv” Vu&(t, x)=@(t, x), t>o, XEP 
CR”1 i 
a,w”(t, x) - c*E dW(t, x) + d(x) w’(t, x) =f”(t, x), t>O,xEr& 
wE(t, x) = w,(x), t=O,xEP 
where we have used the abbreviation 
f”( t, x) = c”(x) UE( t, x) - b”(x) WE( t, x). 
The weak formulation of this problem is 
ii” E ii, + &)( Q” ), 
such that 
and 
[ UE](VZE, V$e)Bt = 0 
uE E ug + W,(sz”), u”(0) = VI 1 LF, 
such that 
and 
WE E W.(P), w”(0) = w, 1 I-“, 
such that 
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4. THE MACROMODEL 
The strong form of the problem is to find functions 2, D, and w  that 
satisfy the following system of equations: 
I 
ii(x) = -ma), XEl2 
ccl 
Vzqx) = 0, XEf-2 
i&i(x) = U>D(X), XEI-, 
v’iix) = 0, XEf, 
i 
atet, xl +; s,f~~, & y) rdr(Y) 
= DV(S Vu{ t,x)) - ii(x) Vv( t,x), t>o,xEO 
CVI 46 x) = u,(t, x), t>o,xEr, 
I 
v”Vu(t, x)= 0, t>O,xErpJ 
u(t, x) = VI(X), t=o,xeLl 
a,~(& x, y) - E~,rw(t, x, Y) 
rwl + 4Y) w(t, x, Y) =f(4 x9 VI3 t>O,xEl2, yer 
w(t, x, Y) = WAX), t=O,XESZ, ycr. 
Here we have used the abbreviation 
f(4 4 Y) = C(Y) et, X)-b(Y) w(t, x3 Y). 
We have the following obvious relations: 
LEMMA 1. (a) The solution of Eq. f W] is given by 
wf -3 x, Y) = wdx) +d-, Y) * (C(Y) 4.9 xl - (a(v) + b(y)) WI(X)). 
(b) Equation [V] together with [W] is equivalent to 
[v*]a,v(t,X)+F(t,x)=Dv(SVv(t,X))-ii(x)Vu(t,x) 
with 
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The weak formulation of the problem for the unknown function v is 
vEv,+“wb, u(O) = 01, 
such that 
THEOREM 1. There is at most one solution of the weak macromodei 
problem. 
Proof We have to show that if v E wD, v(O) = 0 with wI = 0, such that 
(aAt), 4)~ + (E 4)~ = -D(SVv, Vti), - (u’vv, 4)~ 
a.e. on (0, T) for all C$ E V,, then v = 0. We see 
;~llv(t)~l;+(F,u),= -D(SVv,Vv),-(u’Vv,v),. 
Since zi is divergence free, the convective term vanishes and therefore we get 
-cfi ((p i v)(t) u(t)) -m IlVv(t)ll* 
‘jr\ ’ ’ R R, 
where 
thus, we have 
< Irl ((p * u)(t) v(t)) -m IlWt)l12 
‘(YI ’ l2 R 
<I ((P * v)(t), u(t))*. 
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Integrating from 0 to t gives 
; llu(~)ll;+[~ I(@ * u)(s), u(s))nl ds+$j; IIWI:, A. 
Since we know O<p(t)< llbllLmCr), we have 
I((P * u)(s), u(s))nl = I( J; PCS - 0) u(a) da, ue))a 1 
d IlbllLyr) IlClILyr) s ’ I(u(~), u(s))QI da 0 
am s 6 IIWllQ II4% dg 
Ilu(a)l do+; ll4~Nl~)~ 
Integrating over s gives 
s ’ I ((P * u)(s), ds))al ds 0 
< const (j; j-; Ilu(~)l dads + j; 3 IIWII:, ds) 
= const (j’i’ds lb(a)ll~dc~+~~~ IWllbds) 0 CJ 0 
< const t 
I ; IIWII:, ds. 
Therefore, the conclusion is 
Ilu(t)ll~ <const I d Ilu(s)ll~ ds, 
and Gronwall’s inequality implies the result. 
5. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
Q.E.D. 
The main aim of this section is to derive estimates for the solutions ii”, 
u’, and W’ needed for the homogenization limit E + 0. We may assume that 
the system [F”], [O”], [A”], CR”] has a unique classical solution which 
is sufficiently smooth and exists for all times. Standard arguments from the 
theory of partial differential equations justify this assumption if the data are 
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sufficiently smooth. Tartar’s proof for the homogenization of the Stokes 
flow derives the following estimate (see [25] and [l, 2, 19, 201). 
THEOREM 2. There exists an extension ii” of li” into all 51 such that 
Il~“llL?,.+ E IIVfi”lln,r~ c> 
where C depends on the data but not on E. 
After proving several lemmas we shall obtain the following corre- 
sponding result for II&. 
THEOREM 3. There exists an extension fi” of vE into all 52 such that 
Ilv”“(t)lln+ IIWI.,,+ Il~,v”E(t)ll*+ Il~,WIn,r~C 
for all t < T, where C depends on T and the data but not on E. 
The following lemma estimates wE in terms of uE and the initial data. 
LEMMA 2. The following estimates hold. 
(a) The inequality 
I( w”(t)11 ;c + 2c2E(V”w”, V’W’),-~,~ 
holds for all u > 0 and t > 0. 
(b) The inequality 
l(~,~“ll~c,~+ e*E(Vpw”(t), V”w”(t)>j- 
< ])a”+ bEJILm(r6j IIw”(O)ll& + e*E(vBw”(O), VEW’(O))~~ 
+ WIl&-8) Ilw-~,t 
holds for all t 2 0. 
Proof. (a) Using [I?] we obtain 
;-$ IIw”(t)JI~E+&*E(VEwE(t),VEwE(t))y~ 
=&*E((d”w”(t), w”(t)),-.+ (V’w”(t),V’w’(t))) 
-((a”+ b”) w”(t), w”(t)),. + (c%“(t), w”(t))re 
G IICEIl Lyre) Ilet)llP Ilw”(t)llP 
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Integrating with respect to t we obtain 
Ilw"(t)ll;s + ~E*E(VW~,VEW~),-~,~ 
and by Gronwall’s inequality we obtain the first part. 
(b) Equation [R”] implies also 
(a,~‘, i?,~&)~e,~ = &*E(dEwE, i?,~~)~e,~ - ((a”+ b”) w’, &w’)~S,~ 
+ (CV, alWE)rt,,. 
We integrate the first term on the right side with respect to space and time, 
the second with respect to time, estimate the third by Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, and obtain 
lli3,wE11;.,,< - $*E(V’w’(s), VEW’(S))~C- ((a”+ b”) w’(s), w’(s))~.) I:::, 
+ IMI Lyre) ll4PJ II&J%-$I. 
The last term is not larger than 
4 lICEII tyr.) lIm~,r + $ Il&WEII;$,. 
Collecting all terms on the proper sides and using the positivity of a” + b”, 
we arrive at the second part. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. (a) For a function u E H’-*(Y) one has the estimate 
ll~lI:.~w4l2,+ llwl:). 
(b) For a function vE E H1.*(QE) one has the estimate 
E lluCIl:t~C(llu11~~+&2 lIVuEII~e). 
ProoJ Part (a) is the trace theorem for functions in H’s*. Part (b) 
follows by scaling and summation. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 will be essential for the proof of the following 
estimate for u’. 
LEMMA 4. The following estimates hold. 
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(a) One has 
Ilw)ll~~+ D IIWI~~,, 
G C(ll~,0)ll:, + IMI~,, + llh&, + lIbIl&, 
+ E Ilw”(O)ll2,. + IIV~DII h(Q) ll~ell;., 
and 
(b) 
Ilwwll;6+~ lIww)lI&t 
~wzwu:,+ Il4dW:, 
+ IMI;,, + ll4%lG,, + IlV%ll~,, 
+ llQb/l~,,+ ll~,bAl~,, 
+ E Ilw”(O)ll2,, + E2E(VEWE(0), VEWE(0))p 
+ w&~(Q) + ll&V%llP@,) ll~~ll~,. 
ProoJ: (a) The initial data of uE and the values on To are given by the 
restriction of a function uD defined on Sz which is assumed to be smooth 
enough. Let v” = uE - uD. Let Cj be constants depending only on E, D, a’, 
b”, 13, T, Y, and Q but not on E. Then we have 
$ )I 11 Iqt)ll& = 2(0 Au”(t), v&(t)),*- 2(ii” VP=/“, JqQE 
- 2(8,u,, v&(t)),8 - 2(27Vu,, r/E)*e 
= dl + d2 + d3 + d4. 
We estimate these terms separately: 
d, = 2(08,u”(t), V(t)),-,- 2(DVl/“(t), VVc(t))ne 
- 2(0 Vu,(t), VVE( t))p 
< - 2e(cEuE( t), VE( ~))~z + 2.$b”w”( t), V( t))re 
-D Il~J’“Wll~+~ IlbWll;. 
<EC, IIVe(t)ll;e-D W’Wl~e 
+~C2(llWN;. + IlMNl;4 + D Ilb&)ll~.~ 
We use the first part of Lemma 2 to estimate w”(t). 
Ilw)ll~. s c, IIw”(0)11 f-e + alI W)ll2r~ + lbDll2,4. 
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The terms E (1. )I FE can be handled by Lemma 3. Altogether we obtain 
Because 
((ii” V) V&(t)) P(t) = iV(( vy2 (t) ii”) 
and z?‘/~~=O, iVj,= 0, V” I I-D = 0 we see, using integration by parts, that 
d2 vanishes. We have 
4 G II v”(t)11 ik + Ila,u,ll it 
and 
Summing up and ordering all terms, we obtain for all E < s0 the estimate 
f IIWll~~+~~ lW’V)ll~~ 
G c-9 II W)ll&+ GE Ilw”wll;~ 
+ C,o(ll~,II:, + II&~&J + IIV~DII~) + IIvh&(,, Ili;“ll& 
Here, according to Theorem 2, I)iPll RE, T is uniformly bounded. Integrating 
the last inequality we obtain now 
IIT)ll~e+D IWII~.,, 
G Cl,& IlJw-ull;~+ cI,~lIbll~,, + ll&hJl;,, + IIWl~,r) 
+ c13 lIV%lIty,) ll~ell%,,. 
We remark that 
E llw(O)ll& G c,, lIWE(0)llLyf2)~ 
The first part of the lemma is therefore a simple consequence of the derived 
inequality. 
(b) Since the differential operators commute with the time derivative, 
the estimate of a,uE can be proven similarly. The only difference is that we 
integrate with respect to t before we use Lemma 2. The details of the proof 
are left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Using Lemma 3 we obtain 
E llW”(O)l(2,8 + EZE(VEWE(0), VEWE(0))p G c I(w1JI $,2(Q). 
After having obtained a priori estimates for vE in Q’, the only thing that 
remains to be done is to find a suitable extension fi” into all Q. We need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. (a) Zf a function v E H’,*(Y) is given on Y, there is an exten- 
sion v” into Y,, and thus onto all 2, such that 
II4 H’J(Z) G c Il4l H’4 Y)’ 
(b) A function vE E H’,*(@) can be extended to a function 9 into all 
S2, such that 
Proof: (a) According to our general assumption the data of the 
problem are sufficiently smooth. Therefore, we can find a neighborhood U 
of the interface r such that the field of normal vectors v’ on r allows to 
construct a parameterization of U. Then we extend the function v from Y 
into all U by reflection at the interface r, and further into all Y, in any 
smooth manner. This procedure gives us a function v* in all Z. We denote 
the average of v* over Y by 
m= f v* dy. Y  
Now we assume that II/ is a smooth function on Z with compact support 
in the interior of Y, such that 1 - $ is identically 1 on U. Then we define 
the extension by 
C=(l-$)(v*-m)+m. 
Obviously v” is identical to v on Y. Its gradient is 
Vfi=(v*-m)V(l-JI)+(l--$)Vv*. 
Therefore we get 
lIu”Il~14Z) = lI412HLqY)+ llw.qYo) 
with the estimate 
IIGw(Yo) = s y. (Iv”l* + IW*) du. 
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The inequality 
is obvious. On the other hand we have 
From this we get the conclusion of the first part of the lemma. 
(b) This is a simple consequence of (a) obtained by scaling and 
summation. Q.E.D. 
Now we are able to finish the proof of Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The conclusion follows directly by applying 
Lemma 5 part (b) to Lemma 4 parts (a) and (b). Q.E.D. 
6. THE CONVERGENCE PROOF 
From now on, we identify u”” and uE. Applying Theorem 3, we arrive at 
the following 
Assumptions. At least for a subsequence, the following convergence 
properties hold. 
(a) VE - v 
(b) 8,uE- 8,~ 
(cl VE + v 
(d) $=x’W-F 
W ii”- 1 YJ u’ 
(f) ~E=zVvE-~= IYI u’vv 
weakly in r 
weakly in CW 
strongly in 2 
weakly in X 
weakly in H 
weakly in the sense of distributions 
on Q. 
Remarks. (a) and (b) are a consequence of Theorem 3; (c) follows from 
(a) and (b); (d) follows from (a); (e) was proven in [25]; (f) follows from 
(c) and (e) using integration by parts, since Vii” = 0 and Vu’= 0: First, we 
see that 
&)” A I YI iiv weakly in X, 
namely we have 
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since u’” converges weakly in H, and vE converges strongly in X. Since 
ii” = 0 in AZ?: and Vii” = 0 in 52”, we have 
(u’” VU&, 4)n,T= -I Yl(ii”v”, V#),,. 
+ -I Yl(C w&2,.= I Yl(u’Vu, 4)O.T. 
LEMMA 6. (a) Let gE L*(Z) be periodically extended to all R” and 
g”(x) = g(x/e). Then g” - g weakly in H, where 
2= g(y)&. s z 
(b) Zf vE --f v strongly in X, then fvE - 1 Y1 v weakly in 2. 
Proof: (a) Without loss of generality we can assume S=O. Let 
4 E C “(8); then we can write 
s, g”(x) 4(x) dx = ; jQ; g”(x) 4x1 dx 
j=l 
with a number N satisfying NE” < const and sets Q; of the form 
62; = 52 rl (&Zk), kEZ”. 
Let a step function 6 be defined by 
then we can write 
s g”(x) 4x) dx =5 jo; g”(x)(O) -6(x)) dx+: j g”(x) dx c&x)- 62 j=l j=l 4 
The latter sum vanishes, since 2 = 0; and since 4 is uniformly continuous, 
we obtain 
I jP g”(x) Q(x) dx <EC ; jo; IgE( dx j= I 
G&C 5 En j lg(y)l dYG&C. 
j=l Z 
(b) From (a) we get xE - 1 YJ weakly in X’. The conclusion follows 
using a standard argument. Q.E.D. 
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Notations. (a) We use the functions 
the ai being defined in Section 2.6. 
(b) We also use P(x) = Y(x/E). 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) The functions a; satisfy the equations 
1 
da$x) = 0, XEP 
v” y(x) = 4zj, XEP, 
or in weak form 
CC”] (X”(Zj + VOJ), V#)Q = 0 for all 4 E W’3’(12), 
(b) (ri” --f 0 strongly in H, 
(c) ~“(6, + cTjojE) - 1 YI sii weakZy in H. 
Proof: (a) The first part follows from the definition of the aj and a;, 
the second part follows through the use of integration by parts. 
(b) We have 
(c) From the definition of the sji we have 
I 
td, + aiaj(Y)) dY = I yl sq; 
Y  
now Lemma 6 part (a) applies directly. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. (a) Let vE E W and JIvEJI W- be uniformly bounded. Let 
w,x)=j&j zqt, a) df(Z), 
I r,” 
lj- x E r;, 
where rl,” is a set of the form 
r; = 52 n (&f-k), kEZ”. 
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Then one has 
(b) If the function GE is defined analogously on P, then one has the 
estimate 
Prooj (a) We use the intermediate space 
w-fl,2 = {u E L2(0, T; w~~2(sz)): a,u E L2(0, r; w-!-2(a))) 
with l/2 < j3 < 1 and obtain a compact imbedding 
w  cj Ye2; 
therefore we can assume that vE + u strongly in “Ilrss2, and for a given 6 > 0, 
there is a II/ E 9, such that 
I(u-#$4 
By the trace theorem we have 
thus we get 
II . II F",T= 11 'Ii X(P) G c 11 ' I]$? 
for E + 0 and also 
Therefore 
IbE - $11 FC,T< Cd 
for E <E,,(J). Now we write 
with 
)Iu”--v”I(F,T~dd,+d2+d3+dq 
4= bE-$IiFe,T 
d,= Ih+-',k-,T 
d,= II@-fiIIp,T 
d4= J(c-~~‘IJ~E.~ 
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and treat each term separately. We have already seen that 
d, < C6. 
Since $ is uniformly continuous, we have 
d;= II+$IIrqT 
Further, we have 
d;= IIt/?-6&= * AJ 
I cl I&t, x) -i?(t, x)t2 dx dt 0 j=l ‘,” 
(#(t, 2) - u(t, I)) dZ12 dx dt 
TN 
I cl 
1 2 
Q I$(t, 2) - u(t, a)[ dZ dx dt 
= IW - 4Ir&,T 
and thus 
d, < C6. 
In exactly the same way we also obtain 
Since the proof of part (b) is similar, it is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(a) XV - I Yl D weakly in S 
(b) E(f’, h-C,T + 1 yt(& @h,T.k aN h9 
(c) ~(f”, CJ$~)~~, T + 0 for all 4 E 9. 
Proof. (a) This was shown in Lemma 6 part (b). 
(b) This follows, if we prove the following two assertions: 
W 
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and 
tb2) 
WWE? d)i-“,T-* IrltB% + P * 4 4L,T. 
Let $ be chosen as in the proof of Lemma 7 part (a) and let $,1+6 have the 
same meaning as in that case. Then we write the difference in (bl) as a sum 
4cEvE, 4)P.F I4 y(v,~)n,r=d,+d,+d,+d,+d,+d, 
with 
4 = 4cEtI(I - $1, $)r&, T 
4=4tcE-Oh%:~ 
4 =vO+t i,,.,.- Irl ~($7 4)n,z- 
dci = Irl y($ -v, 4)o.T. 
Now we can estimate the terms separately 
I4 GE IMI~yr) II~E-~Il~~,~II~lI~~.~~~, 
I4 6~ llcll~yrj IIIcIIIr~,T II&&,r+O 
according to Lemma 7 part (a), and 
I4 GE IMLyr) ll~-~llr~,~ ll&-~,~o 
also by Lemma 7 part (a). Evidently we have d4 = 0. Now d, + 0, since 
here an integral is approximated by a Riemann-sum. The last term is trivial 
due to the choice of $. 
Now we come to part (b2). This time we write 
d@wE, $)I-, T - Irl(~*u,~),,.=d,+d,+d,+d,+d,+d,, 
where 
d, = E( b”( wE - e%E - r” * v”), qh)rE, T 
d2 = E(bEeE(W; - w,), q5)rz, T 
d3 = E(W * (3 - v’), d)rE, T 
4 = Gb”e%, $)re,T- lrl(B~, dkT 
4 = Wr” * vE, d),-&,~ IU(p * uE, 4)R,T 
de= I~(P * (u”-vu), 4)n.T. 
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We know that the function W’ solves the initial value problem 
i 
d, we - .?EAewE + (a’ + b”) wE = cEuE, t>Oonr”, 
we= WI, t=OonP. 
Evidently, the function W” = rE * 6” solves 
i 
cY,w’ - E~EA%’ + (a’ + b”) W” = PI?‘, t>OonP, 
W”= w;, t=Oonr”. 
Therefore, the difference 15,” = wE - G’ solves 
{ 
d,? - E~EA”G’ + (a’ + b”) 9” = cE(uE - V”), t>Oonr&, 
q=wI-E;, t=OonP. 
The assumption llcll Lm(rj < cc and Lemma 7 part (a) give 
IICE(UE - V&)/l TE,T --) 0 for E + 0; 
From this, Lemma 7 part (b), and Lemma 2 part (a) we get 
II fi,“II P. T -+ 0. 
Consequently, 
Ml GE IwlLyr) IIWP,T MIIr~,T-,o. 
The term d2 can be estimated easily using Lemma 7 part (b) and the fact 
that both 6” and eE are uniformly bounded. When treating d3, we use that 
rE is uniformly bounded. Therefore we have 
I4 G EC IlblL~~,-~ ss ,7 ; I(v”(s) - U&(S), 4(t)),d ds dt 
G EC IlblLm(r) T lIti”- UP,T ll~llr~,r~ 
By Lemma 7 part (a) this tends to zero. The term d4 can be dealt with 
analogously to part (bl). The term d5 is witten as 
d,= j=&(t)dt 
0 
with 
b(t) = j; (4Wt - s) +I, 4(t))ra - IrlMt -s) u%), #(t)Ld ds. 
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For each t E (0, T) we apply the analysis of (bl) and obtain that 
D5(f) + 0 
uniformly in t. Therefore, we can integrate over t. The term d, is almost 
trivial, since we know that 
(c) An analogous method as in (b) applies. Since IlaJll H + 0 (see 
Proposition 1 part (b)), one obtains the result. 
F~O~OSITION 3. In the limit E + 0 the equation 
-I Yl(& a,4h2,.+ I YIK 4)n,r= -D(k V4)62,.- (c-9 4)D,T 
holds for all 4 E 9. 
Proof This follows directly from Proposition 2 and (b) and the detini- 
tion of [ and <. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4. The following identity holds: 
tj= 1 YI C sjiaiO. 
Proof. In Eq. [V’] we replace 4 by a;$; thus we obtain (the a; are 
independent of t) 
-(fVE9 qh%T+~(fE~ ~;~)re,T 
= -D(f Vlf, vop + 0; V(j), T  - (22” w, ap),, T .  
On the other hand, in Eq. [C’] (see Proposition 1) we replace 4 by ~‘4 and 
obtain 
0 = D(f(Zj + vq, VLq + If Vqd),,.. 
We add these two equations and obtain 
-bx qd).,+ w, qh,. 
= - D(f Vlf, a; V(6), T - (zf-2 w, q),, T 
+ D(x’e; VU&~) R, T + D(X”(zj + V$), VE V4),, T- 
Now we see 
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by Propositions 1 part (b) and 2 part (a). Further 
Nf”, +c-~, T + 0 
by Proposition 2 part (c). Next, 
D(x” Vu’, 0; WI, r- = Ott”, 0; Wo, -,- + 0 
by Proposition 1; similarly 
(ziEVVE, u;vqq*,.= (l”, cp),,.+O. 
We also have 
and 
(X”tzj + v”j)9 vE vd)i2,T + I yl C sji(v9 ai4) 
by Propositions 1 part (c) and 2 part (a). Therefore in the limit E + 0 we 
get 
and after integration by parts 
O=(tj, d)Q,T- I yI C sji(aiv9 410, T- Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. For the solution vE of [V”] and the solution v of [VI, we 
have 
vE + v strongly in S. 
ProoJ We put together Propositions 3 and 4 and Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
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